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Oral presentation (Introduction)

Julian Ruddock & Stephen Tooth

Julian Ruddock is a visual artist currently undertaking a practice-based PhD in Fine Art at Aberystwyth 
University School of Art. His research is  concerned with developing projects that are based on art and 
science collaboration in relation to climate change, landscape evolution, and the consequences  of human 
impacts on the natural environment. Recent work has included projects in locations  ranging from the local 
River Dyfi in mid Wales  to the remote, arid regions of Southern Ethiopia, as  well as organising 
conferences and symposia on the interface of art and science.

Stephen Tooth is a Professor of Physical Geography in the Department of Geography and Earth Sciences 
at Aberystwyth University. Research interests  revolve around geomorphology (earth surface processes 
and landform development), particularly in the world’s  extensive drylands. Currently, he is  involved with 
two Fixed Term Working Groups of the British Society for Geomorphology: i) the Anthropocene Working 
Group, which has  been attempting to embed geomorphology more fully in the Anthropocene debate; and 
ii) the Visualising Geomorphology Working Group, which is  investigating the role of the arts as a way of 
promoting and communicating geomorphology and related scientific debates.

Oral presentation (Keynote Speaker)

Dan Harvey (of Ackroyd & Harvey)

Dan Harvey has  collaborated with Heather Ackroyd since 1990 as the internationally-respected Ackroyd 
& Harvey artistic  partnership.  Ackroyd & Harvey’s work has  been exhibited in contemporary art galleries, 
museums and public  spaces  worldwide; sculpture, photography, architecture, ecology and biology are 
disciplines  that intersect in their work, revealing an intrinsic bias towards process and event. Often 
reflecting environmental and scientific  concerns, they are acclaimed for large-scale interventions in sites 
of architectural interest, acknowledging political ecologies  by highlighting the temporal nature of 
processes  of growth and decay in the urban space: in 2013, they grew the stone façade of a former 
British military building in Derry, Northern Ireland for the City of Culture; ten years earlier they grew the 
soaring vertical interior of a deconsecrated church in London; and in 2007, they created a monumental 
living intervention on the exterior of the Royal National Theatre. In 2011, they were awarded the 
prestigious  Mapping the Park commission for London 2012, a series  of living sculptures entitled History 
Trees at ten of the major entrances into the Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park.

Ackroyd & Harvey have received many awards  for their photographic  work that utilises  the pigment 
chlorophyll in making complex bio-chemical photographs.  Most recently, they were presented with the 
Rose Award at the Royal Academy Summer Exhibition 2014  and in 2012 the Wu Guanzhong Innovation 
prize for the 3rd Art & Science International Exhibition, Tsinghua University, Beijing.

Interaction with scientists  is  often key to Ackroyd & Harvey’s  practice, with groundbreaking research 
initiated over fifteen years ago with the Institute of Grassland and Environmental Research (now IBERS) 
at Aberystwyth University. Currently the artists  are developing a series of new artworks  for the University 
of Cambridge in response to working closely with the Department and Museum of Zoology, and the 
Cambridge Conservation Initiative.

Beuys’ Acorns, an ongoing work growing two hundred oak trees from acorns  collected from Joseph 
Beuys’s seminal 7000 Oaks, was exhibited in France throughout autumn 2015, culminating in a major 
artistic  intervention in partnership with scientists  at the Institut national de la recherche 
agronomique (Inra) to coincide with COP  21, the 21st session of the Conference of the Parties  to the 
United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change.

http://www.ackroydandharvey.com/cunningham/
http://www.ackroydandharvey.com/cunningham/
http://www.ackroydandharvey.com/dilston-grove/
http://www.ackroydandharvey.com/dilston-grove/
http://www.ackroydandharvey.com/flytower/
http://www.ackroydandharvey.com/flytower/
http://www.ackroydandharvey.com/the-view-tube/
http://www.ackroydandharvey.com/the-view-tube/
http://www.ackroydandharvey.com/the-view-tube/
http://www.ackroydandharvey.com/the-view-tube/
http://www.ackroydandharvey.com/summer-exhibition-2014/
http://www.ackroydandharvey.com/summer-exhibition-2014/
http://www.ackroydandharvey.com/3rd-art-science-international-exhibition/
http://www.ackroydandharvey.com/3rd-art-science-international-exhibition/
http://www.ackroydandharvey.com/3rd-art-science-international-exhibition/
http://www.ackroydandharvey.com/3rd-art-science-international-exhibition/
http://www.ackroydandharvey.com/the-arup-building/
http://www.ackroydandharvey.com/the-arup-building/
http://www.ackroydandharvey.com/the-arup-building/
http://www.ackroydandharvey.com/the-arup-building/
http://www.ackroydandharvey.com/beuys-acorns/
http://www.ackroydandharvey.com/beuys-acorns/
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SESSION 1
The potential for art-science 

collaborations in a putative Anthropocene
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Oral presentation

ANTHROPOCENE TIMESCAPES IN THE CUMBRIAN EDGELANDS

Alan Beattie

Social geographers have argued that it was in Cumbria 200 years ago that Ruskin and 
the Lake Poets instigated the great debate about ‘man’s role in changing the face of 
the earth’ and that Cumbria continues to be an exemplary test case for 
interdisciplinary scrutiny of ‘humankind, environment and moral values’. I will 
introduce a poet, Norman Nicholson, who carried forward the debate started by those 
illustrious literary forebears - but from a different, neglected, and disquieting 
standpoint. Nicholson (1914-1987) was born, lived and died in his family home in 
Millom on the industrial edgelands of West Cumbria. He ‘stayed put’ there partly 
because he had contracted tuberculosis as a child and was thereafter for many years 
an invalid, and partly because of his loyalty to family and locality. His writing 
chronicles the collision between industry (mines, ironworks, railways, roads, nuclear 
power) and agriculture, and the impact of human activities on every facet of the 
natural environment (earth, water, air and the biosphere), both in the past and well 
into the future. I will present a sample of his work as a dramatic reading, with critical-
creative interpolations, tracing the following threads, all of which speak to the themes 
of the Strata symposium:
1. from landscapes to timescapes, from shepherd’s calendar to planetary countdown;
2. ‘once we treated the earth as if our mother – now as if our slave’;
3. ‘remote from every taint of sordid industry?’ - arguments with William 

Wordsworth;
4. the storm cloud of the 20th century - prophesying nuclear cataclysm;
5. good planets are hard to find – grieving for a lost home;
6. suppose we really are ourselves just part of nature, and just passing through …;
7. suppose we really were to think global, but live local and act local ….

Alan Beattie is  Cumbrian born, trained as an actor-singer-dancer as a teenager, and for six years 
worked professionally as  a performer and choreographer in experimental and community theatre. 
Switching to medical studies, he conducted research on the molecular biology of cancer before taking up 
ecosocial approaches to child health and mental health, specialising in community action for health (local 
and international) and becoming a Professor of Public Health and Health Education. Nowadays, he is an 
Associate at the recently-established Lancaster University Institute for Social Futures, trying to develop 
new forms  of critical-creative writing that can support activists  working for sustainable environmental 
wellbeing.
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Oral presentation

CROSSING THE FIELD

Liz Orton

This paper will present the early stages of a visual arts project, The Longest and 
Darkest of Recollections. The project, supported by a Mead Fellowship at the 
University of Arts London, investigates ideas of evidence as constituted in research 
around the Anthropocene.

The presentation takes up three concerns. First, I will briefly consider the 
philosophical possibilities enabled through the Anthropocene as a challenge to old 
oppositions: nature/culture, human/non-human. Recognising the complexity of 
relations and interconnections allows for new forms of dialogue between cultural 
theory and the natural sciences.

Second, I will present some ideas around the idea of the field – as a physical, 
technological and bodily space constituted through scientific practice. I will consider 
how fields affect the forms of evidence produced and the way they are understood.

Third, I will reflect on some of the dialogues and tensions in my own collaborations 
with earth scientists. I will focus especially on ideas of authorship, ownership and 
practices of appropriation as a means to think about how artists engage with scientific 
methods.

Liz Orton is  a visual artist whose practice is  broadly concerned with entanglements  of land, vision and 
natural science. She engages  widely with archives, both real and imagined, to explore the tensions 
between personal and systematic  forms  of knowledge. Liz currently holds  a Fellowship at the University of 
Arts  London, and has  recently been awarded a Wellcome Trust Arts  Award for a project on social and 
cultural aspects of medical imaging. She teaches at Arts University Bournemouth and the London College 
of Communication. She has exhibited widely in group shows both in the UK and internationally, and her 
recent body of work, A Handful of Soil for the Whole Horizon won the MACK photography prize, and was 
exhibited at the Photographers’ Gallery as part of FreshFaced+WildEyed 2015.
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Oral presentation

PERCEPTIONS OF PLACE & ATMOSPHERE: THE HOO PENINSULA

Anna Falcini

In this paper, I propose to explore whether the Hoo Peninsula in the Thames-Medway 
estuary has developed a unique set of characteristics through human modification/
intervention and its unique geographical setting. From this starting point, the question 
may arise as to whether the peninsula possesses a particular aura or ‘atmosphere’ 
that is unique to its setting and conditions. Whilst there may be a transformation of its 
characteristics through human interests, the landscape could also be considered to 
have equally impacted upon its human inhabitants through its own dramatic 
geographical context of land and tidal waters.

What may have emerged from such tensions is a continual dialogue that has both 
eroded and enriched the entities of landscape and human life. For example, its unique 
geography and location at the tip of the Thames estuary has shaped its destiny, 
offering a landscape which has acted as the recipient for trade and commercial activity 
(BP chose the location for the construction of its oil refinery in 1952) but its shoreline 
has also operated as a borderline for human activities that have left their remains in 
the historical and literary narratives. The cumulative effect of these traces is a 
lingering sense of atmosphere.

It is within this framework that I will present my current research. In July of this year, 
I spent a week filming a 19th Century Battery just off the shoreline of the peninsula, 
accessible only at low tide by a causeway. The camera captured footage both inside 
the battery, in curious passageways and spaces and on exposed platforms that once 
held heavy guns to defend the estuary from enemy attack. Whilst filming in the 
battery, the demolition of Grain Power Station was being undertaken in close 
proximity, bringing into question the presence and absence of human influence upon 
this landscape.

Anna Falcini is an artist who is concerned with the porous atmospheres of geography and the interface 
of language. She considers the ephemeral and overlooked nature of her subject matter that is  often 
revealed through a research-based approach to projects. Increasingly, the work has developed through a 
female sensibility posing the question of the female perspective within a range of situations. The 
methodologies of Anna’s practice include drawing, text, sound and film. Anna is  currently researching the 
Thames  estuary for a PhD at the University for the Creative Arts. As part of this  research, she is  working 
with English Heritage, The Port of London Authority, the Thames  Estuary Partnership, Professor Andrew 
Kotting, Dr Terry Perk and the writer Iain Sinclair.
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Oral presentation

ADVENT OF THE ANTHROPOCENE:
A MODEL FOR INTERDISCIPLINARY PRACTICE

Hannah Sofaer

Portland Sculpture and Quarry Trust (PSQT) has a long running arts and science based 
project that has developed a model for regeneration through interdisciplinary practice. 
It has also recorded a living land archive over 32 years of primary source field study 
research materials centered on stone; a material that underlies all of our landscapes, 
where geomorphology underpins the very fragile layer of ecology on which we exist, 
shaping our civilizations, cultures and economies.

With increased mechanization of the stone industry, and the ever increasing demand 
for minerals but diminishing supply, PSQT has acted locally to influence globally. It has 
helped to shape the view of the next generation, creating a new context for 
collaborations across disciplines to engage fully with the source of raw materials, 
within industrial, geological, environmental and cultural contexts.

Government research priorities 2003-07, supported by MIRO via the Mineral Industry 
Sustainable Technology programme (DEFRA/ALSF), made possible two PSQT major 
R&D projects working across 33 partner organisations. These projects led to new 
educational frameworks and projects for sustainable environmental designs, informing 
the House of Commons Geology Select Committee and DTI Minerals Working Group. 
Dissemination of related projects and innovative research outcomes for the 
regeneration and after-use of quarry sites through knowledge transfer has impacted 
on university course content and had a profound influence on professional and student 
practice.

With the project situated at the centre of 11 contrasting quarry environments, access 
to geological strata informs our understanding of environments past and present, and 
future climate change. The interrelationship of art and science and parallel paths of 
collaboration and experimentation is essential within a growing crisis related to a rapid 
loss of nature and culture. Environmental ethics and remediation efforts have a 
chance of impacting upon our future if we are proactive now.

Hannah Sofaer is  an artist working with an interdisciplinary approach to geomorphology/geology 
research on the Isle of Portland, and is  presently working with Christian Kerrigan Astudio on a 
collaborative project.  She has written and delivered student programmes and validated electives  on 
behalf of Portland Sculpture & Quarry Trust (PSQT) for universities, with an emphasis  on working across 
art and science. This has involved 21  departments and 5 faculties  of the University of Brighton.  PSQT 
work with art and environmental projects and this  has  included the work with Ouvre Claus  for Art BYPASS 
where seven standing stones  were installed for the first of Seven thousand oaks  for the Millennium - as  to 
the wishes of Joseph Beuys.
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SESSION 2

Earth
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Oral presentation

THE SIGNAL & THE ROCK

Charlie Tweed

The Signal and the Rock is an artist’s performative lecture which has been developed 
during my PhD at Kingston University. An earlier iteration was previously performed at 
the Arnolfini, Bristol in late 2014.

The work employs image, text, video and performance to explore the links between 
forms of striation and forms of machinic operation and how new technologies and 
their automated processes have a direct effect on the Earth and the concept of the 
Anthropocene. The lecture takes the form of a ‘transmission’ from a not too distant 
future, delivered by the voice of an obsolete technology.

The lecture traces the parallels between the developments of machines and digital 
technologies that have been used to map and organise the Earth with the concept of 
the Earth as a form of living machine. It exposes the physical realities of the ‘digital’ 
via the extraction of raw materials from the Earth’s strata and their eventual disposal 
at large-scale e-waste sites.

It attempts to bring into focus ‘the hyperobject’ of human activities in relation to 
technological production and expose the complex process of human and non-human 
moving parts which goes into the production and disposal processes of components 
and devices. It particularly focuses on the capacitor, used in electronic devices to store 
power, and it traces how a simple change in current on the NASDAQ index affects its 
rate of extraction at key sites in the Democratic Republic of Congo. The work 
discusses the various processes of re-materialisation and changes in timeframe that 
the material goes through and then looks towards its demise as a form of dirty matter, 
abandoned in the soil in Guiyu, China.

The final part of the work makes proposals for new relations between new 
technologies and their raw materials and the Earth’s strata. These are based on 
scientific research and one proposal considers fusion and the manipulation of fusion 
plasmas at atomic level to create materials from soil and recycle them from waste.

Charlie Tweed is  a Lecturer in Digital Media and Culture at Bath Spa. He works  as an artist doing 
practice based research producing film and digital works  and is  doing an AHRC-funded PHD at Kingston 
University. In recent works, he has been creating a series  of films  that look at exposing and reconfiguring 
the relationship between technology, ecology and the human, and considering technological materialities 
and how every device has its  origins  within the Earth’s strata. He has shown recent works at public 
galleries  including: Spike Island, Bristol; Aspex, Portsmouth; Paul Klee Centre, Switzerland; Whitechapel 
Gallery, London; and Meetfactory, Prague. Charlie is  also currently working on a collaborative project with 
scientist Dr Darren Logan at the Sanger Institute, Cambridge, which is  funded by a Wellcome Trust Large 
Arts  Award and curated by Animate Projects, London. He has been researching the technologies and 
software used in his  work to sequence genomes and has  produced a short film titled The Signal and the 
Noise that looks at aligning the history of computer coding with human coding and towards  potential 
future scenarios of his work on genetically-influenced behaviour.
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Oral presentation

WORMING OUT OF SHIT

Rachel Pimm

My presentation will consist of a spoken performance in collaboration with a 
soundtrack composed by archaeological sound designer Lori E. Allen. Using 
performance and sound, the text explores my research into the roles of soil strata and 
landfill in the composition of the Earth’s surface. The performance follows the curve of 
the path of a worm, its central protagonist, as the worm consumes and reconstitutes 
elements from the Earth and from a landscape composed of post consumer and 
nuclear waste. I am interested in the instability that results from the aggregation of 
organic and man-made materials and our coexistence with naturally occurring 
architectures. Originally performed in a landscape of recycled reconstituted foam as 
tectonic plates to explore the scales of the landscape implied in the work on both 
macro and micro levels, this presentation features the foam in video form, its 
undulating shapes mimicking the movement of the earth and of the entropy of ever 
degrading particles of waste.

Rachel Pimm was born in Harare, Zimbabwe, and now lives  and works in London. She received an MFA 
in Fine Art from Goldsmiths in 2013. She works  in video, sculpture and performance, and looks at 
artificial ecologies  in the built environment. Recent presentations include: Hales  Gallery, Chisenhale 
Gallery, Royal Academy, Serpentine Gallery in London (2015); Zabludowicz Collection, South London 
Gallery, Enclave Gallery in London (2014); Auto Italia in London, SPACE in London, and Can Felipe in 
Barcelona (2013); and Milton Keynes Gallery, Ibid Projects, and The Architecture Foundation in London 
(2012). In 2015, Rachel was shortlisted for the Converse X Dazed Emerging Artist Award for her 2014 
film, India Rubber.
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SESSION 3

Water
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Oral presentation

DEEP TIME, THE ANTHROPOCENE 
& D.G. NANOUK OKPIK’S CORPSE WHALE (2012)

Deniz Baker

In d.g. nanouk okpik’s 2012 collection Corpse Whale we see a 21st century Inuit 
(Inupiak) poet writing about environmental catastrophe and its impact on Alaska, 
specifically Barrow, where the rising sea level has meant changes to ways of living for 
those there. The poems in the collection embody the Inuit worldview and mythology 
with its emphasis on the interconnectedness of all living things. The themes of 
transformation and the connections between human and animal worlds and the 
human and natural world are present throughout.

This traditional worldview is communicated by means of a lyrical and experimental 
form. The collection is subtitled ‘Her/My Alaska’. Split subjectivity, the articulation of a 
vision simultaneously from the third and first person, announces that okpik locates 
the self in more than one time. The poems are a continuation of Inupiak stories and 
also dramatise the instability of an ‘I’ located in one place and time. The poems 
construct time as not linear but synchronous; past, present and future co-exist. 
Environmental catastrophe is compared with contact with the first settlers (‘Drying 
Magma Near Illiamna’) and so geological activity is aligned with colonial. Okpik’s 
vision presents ‘deep time’ and depicts the processes of the Anthropocene.

In Corpse Whale we see that the idea of the Anthropocene is already embedded in 
Indigenous thinking about the relationship between the human and the natural world. 
Okpik’s poems offer a means by which to reconsider the idea that human beings hold 
sovereignty over animals and the natural world, and engage with issues of power and 
sovereignty to challenge the colonial perspective that nature is a resource to be 
cultivated and exploited. The work of okpik can be understood as part of a larger 
enquiry into how indigenous aesthetics and ontologies can reframe critical debates 
concerning the Anthropocene.

Deniz Baker is a Senior Lecturer in English at Glyndŵr University, Wrexham. She studied for her BA 
English at Oxford and PhD at the University of York where she completed her thesis in The Women’s 
Studies  Department on literary Modernist Dorothy Richardson. Her current research interests  include 
visual culture, specifically Native American interrogations  of colonial and art history.  She is  currently 
working with The Rainmaker Gallery in Bristol towards  a project which considers  contemporary Native 
American art and literature, and will centrally feature the work of Preston Singletary.
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Oral presentation

WHEN THE WATERS RECEDE

Emma Critchley

My presentation is based on When the Waters Recede, a lens-based art installation 
project currently in development.

The project is rooted in the 1607 Bristol Channel floods: the largest and most 
destructive in British history. It is believed that the flood was a tsunami due to the 
resemblance in eyewitness accounts to the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami. Drawing on 
historical records, eyewitness accounts and collaboration with psychologists, Dr. James 
Rubin (Psychology of Emerging Health Risks, Kings College London) and Dr. John 
Drury (Social Psychology, University of Sussex) and Social Scientist, Dr. Catherine 
Butler (Dept. of Geography, University of Exeter), When the Waters Recede explores 
the effects of climate change on our habitat and hence how humans respond to water-
based disasters. Conceived when the UK’s 2013 Somerset Levels flooding was at its 
worst, the project is a resonant parallel with many global climate disasters and will 
therefore have a global outreach.

Following a six-month Arts Council-funded research and development period, my 
presentation will discuss the artistic and scientific research behind the extended 
interlocking narrative of the project that explores each episode of the event:
• Heavy with Stillness; the moment before. Exploring the subtlety of atmospheric 
shifts that underlie an impending moment; undercurrent movements and shifts in the 
Earth’s system that are perhaps more recently the result of the Anthropocene.
• The Response; exploring the direct impact of the disaster on the individual through 
fictional narratives based on 1607 eyewitness accounts in combination with 
psychological research into human responses to natural disasters.
• Swan Song. A response to stories collated of flooding and tsunami survivor 
experiences, exploring how this pivotal moment affects one’s perspective on life.

Part of the research includes a new short film, THEY, commissioned by The University 
of Exeter’s The 2013/14 Winter Floods and Policy Change project. This was initially 
screened at the 2015 Royal Geographical Society’s Annual International conference.

Emma Critchley has  worked as  an underwater image maker for over ten years. In 2011, she graduated 
with an MA  from The Royal College of Art. Through working with a combination of photography, video and 
installation, she explores  the human relationship with the underwater environment. Emma has developed 
works  funded by The National Media Museum, The Photographers  Gallery, The Arts  Council England, The 
British Council, the Singapore International Foundation and INTERREG IVC  (financed by the European 
Regional Development Fund). Awards  include the Royal College of Art Sustain Moving Minds  award, 
winner of The British Underwater Image Festival, and finalist in both the Saatchi Gallery and Channel 4’s 
New Sensations  and the Saatchi Gallery & Google’s  Motion Photography Prize. Her work has  been 
exhibited extensively  both nationally and internationally, including exhibitions  at The Australian Centre of 
Photography, the ICA  Singapore, Gerhard Marcks  Haus Germany, The National Portrait Gallery, The 
Photographers  Gallery, the Saatchi Gallery and the Royal Academy. Recent group exhibitions  include 
Embrace, a group exhibition including works by Rodin, Jacob Epstein, Marc Chagall, Richard Deacon, 
Chris Ofili and Gilbert & George. Emma’s  works can be found in numerous  private collections as well as 
institutions such as  The Royal College of Art and the National Media Museum. Emma has  also worked as 
underwater DoP  and camera operator on a number of feature documentaries  and music videos. She has 
also performed as a freediver herself.
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Oral presentation

GREEN SORGHUM, YELLOW SORGHUM, 
RED SORGHUM, WHITE SORGHUM

Howard Thomas, Jayne Elisabeth Archer, Richard Marggraf Turley & Helen Ougham

Sorghum is a staple dry land subsistence food crop for millions of resource-limited 
farmers in the fragile drought-prone semi-arid tropic regions of Asia, Africa and Latin 
America. From the perspective of agricultural sciences and the literary and visual arts, 
this presentation explores the biological significance of colour in the vegetative and 
reproductive phases of the sorghum lifecycle, and considers the broader Western 
cultural significance of those two colour stages in crops, of which sorghum is an 
example. By being in the front line of responses to climatic and environmental 
change, sorghum is a target for the application of advanced agricultural technologies 
(the ‘New Green Revolution’). But, as this presentation concludes, the history of 
social, political and cultural encounters with applications of science in the areas of 
crop and environmental sciences is not a happy one, with difficult implications for 
dealing with the challenges of the Anthropocene.

Howard Thomas is Emeritus  Professor of Biological, Environmental and Rural Sciences at Aberystwyth 
University and a Fellow of the Learned Society of Wales. He has held visiting professorships at 
universities  in Switzerland and the United States. His research interests  include the genetics, evolution 
and uses  of food plants. A  long-standing commitment to exploring the cultural significance of scientific 
research and promotion of links between science and the arts  has  been supported by the Wellcome 
Foundation, NESTA, and the Leverhulme Trust. He is co-author of The Molecular Life of Plants  (Wiley-
Blackwell, 2013) and Food and the Literary Imagination (Palgrave MacMillan, 2014).

Jayne Elisabeth Archer is  a Lecturer in the Department of Performing Arts  and English, University of 
Bedfordshire. Her research interests  include alchemy, food, science and the pseudo-sciences  in literature 
from the early modern period to the 19th century. She is  general editor of John Nichols’s  The Progresses 
and Public Processions  of Queen Elizabeth I: A New Edition of  the Early Modern Sources, 5  vols (OUP, 
2014), and has  edited two essay collections, The Progresses, Pageants  and Entertainments  of Queen 
Elizabeth I  (OUP, 2007) and The Intellectual and Cultural World of the Early Modern Inns  of Court (MUP, 
2010). Her most recent book, co-authored with her current collaborators, is  Food and the Literary 
Imagination (Palgrave MacMillan, 2014).

Richard Marggraf Turley is  Professor in Romantic and Victorian Literature and has  recently been 
appointed Aberystwyth University’s  first Professor of Engagement with the Public  Imagination. He has 
published widely on Romantic  literary and sexual culture, with particular focus  on John Keats. He is 
author of three monographs: The Politics  of  Language in Romantic Literature (Palgrave, 2002), Keats's 
Boyish Imagination (Routledge, 2004), and Bright Stars: John Keats, Barry Cornwall and Romantic 
Literary Culture (LUP, 2009). He has also published three volumes  of poetry; in 2007, he won the tenth-
anniversary Keats-Shelley Prize for poetry. His most recent collection, Wan-Hu's  Flying Chair, was 
published by Salt in 2009 and won the 2010  Wales  Book of the Year ‘People’s  Choice’ award (sponsored 
by Media Wales). He is  co-author of Food and the Literary Imagination (Palgrave MacMillan, 2014), with 
Jayne Archer and Howard Thomas. His  most recent book is  a novel set in Regency London, The Cunning 
House (Sandstone, 2015). He teaches in the Department of English and Creative Writing at Aberystwyth 
University.

Helen Ougham is  Emeritus  Reader in Biological, Environmental and Rural Sciences at Aberystwyth 
University, Honorary Reader at the University of Birmingham, and Visiting Research Fellow at East Malling 
Research. She has over 20 years’ experience in the areas of plant physiology, molecular biology, 
biochemistry and bioinformatics. Her research has  focused on leaf growth, senescence and stress 
tolerance, particularly in grasses  and cereals. She also has a background in computing, and her interests 
include the application of computational, machine-learning and modelling techniques  in plant and 
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agricultural  science research. Like Howard Thomas, she is  an author of the major undergraduate textbook 
The Molecular Life of Plants  (Wiley, 2012). She has a keen interest in science communication through the 
medium of Welsh.
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Oral presentation

SACRUM INTOLERANDUS

Anna Kedziora

Sacrum intolerandus is based on a PhD thesis and an art work inspired by the notion 
of landscape-power relationship in the context of modern Western European 
colonialism.

How has such a seemingly innocent notion as landscape had the potential of turning 
into an effective tool of power? Landscape belongs both to the natural and cultural; to 
what extent depends on the context. Apparent innocency of landscape (when 
considered closer to nature than culture) made it easy to use as a part of colonial 
controlling machinery.

From the perspective of Europe, ruled by the new spirit of capitalism, the sacredness 
of oversea exotic landscapes was difficult to accept. The space of fascination and 
expectations was also the space of economical desire. Colonial landscape was a 
sacrum which had to be conquered, possessed, re-shaped, utilised. Desacralised. 
Turned into a profane instrument of power.

Indigenous landscapes were often ruined and transformed according to European 
patterns. Local inhabitants deprived of their history and traditions. Their right to the 
land undermined, their existence threatened. Newly introduced plants changed the 
land in which they were planted to factories building up European wealth. At all costs.

Landscape as a power tool is approached as representations – controlled, manipulated 
and widely distributed in the mother-countries – or as real places – plantations which 
served as prisons for slaves, as plant ‘factories’ generating huge income, places of 
plant experiments. Sacrum intolerandus touches upon the notion of artificial mobility 
and forced displacement of both plants and people. Of formations, trans-formations 
and de-formations of landscape. The impact of plants, plantations (colonial ‘gardens’), 
transplantations and hybrids in the colonial system is analysed.

The colonial urge to re-organize and systematize the exotic is seen as representing a 
more universal, human urge to re-organize and systematize the natural.

Anna Kedziora lives and works in Poznan, Poland. She holds degrees in English (MA), Photography (MA, 
PhD). Her PhD work Sacrum intolerandus  evolved around the notion of landscape-power relationship in 
the context of Western European colonialism, particularly the notion of artificial mobility and forced 
displacement, formations, trans-formations  and de-formations  of landscape. Currently, Anna works  as an 
assistant in the Photography Department (University of Arts  in Poznan). In 2014  worked on a research 
project in Iceland. Her works touch upon the relation between photography and language (ABSENT 
IMAGES), photography-memory (NOT JUST FAMILY STORIES), nature-culture (SILENT SPRING, SUMMER 
BEACH, OBSERVATORY, SACRUM INTOLERANDUS).
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Oral presentation

ECOLOGIES OF TRANSMISSION

Daniela Silvestrin

Since humans discovered the nature of electromagnetic waves and started to use this 
knowledge in communication technologies, the density of microwave radiation on the 
planet has added up to be 1018 times the level reaching us naturally from the sun. 
This creates an atmosphere within our atmosphere that continues to increase in 
density through new applications of microwave technology every day.

Electromagnetic waves are biologically active. Living cells react to them, even though 
humans cannot consciously perceive but a small range of their spectrum (e.g. as 
visible light or warmth on the skin). The nervous systems of both human and non-
human bodies have become receiving antennae; cell tissues are traversed by 
alternating and direct currents as well as electromagnetic fields constantly and 
everywhere by now, affecting more and more the living conditions of humans, animals 
and plants.

Although the medical and epidemiological research that is accumulating provides 
evidence for the destructive effects of these increasingly more potent fields, the 
mobile phone industry’s opposition and immense financial power succeed in keeping 
these details under wraps and in creating uncertainty and ignorance about negative 
scientific research results. Being commodified and polluted excessively, the “Hertzian 
Space" has become subject to mechanisms of power and control that alter our 
perception of reality.

This presentation introduces the book LIMEN. Ecologies of Transmission (forthcoming, 
Dec 2015), an artistic project by myself and the artists Mario de Vega and Victor 
Mazon, which explores today's condition of ‘lived electromagnetism’. It takes the 
excessive use of the electromagnetic sphere and the manufacturing of ignorance as a 
starting point for a creative and critical investigation of methodologies of power and 
control in techno-scientific developments, which paved the way and create a main 
condition for what has become the Anthropocene and the Wireless Age we are living in 
today.

Daniela Silvestrin is  an independent researcher, curator and cultural manager based in Berlin. Her work 
explores practices  at the intersection of art, law and science. The main focus  of her research lies in the 
analysis and critical discussion regarding the development of technologies and their excessive use, as 
analysed and discussed through the lens  of artistic reflection and knowledge production. She is  co-editor 
of LIMEN, a forthcoming publication by 17, Instituto de Studios Criticos (Mexico City), and the art and 
science curator of the STATE Experience Science festival Berlin in 2016.
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Oral presentation

CONTAMINATION, ABSTRACTION, INTEROCEPTION – NEW ARTISTIC 
STRATEGIES CHALLENGING THE HUMAN CONDITION

Desiree Foerster

In a time when subjective environment can hardly be linked to planetary contiguities 
and the consequences of our actions, just as little as the increasing 
interconnectedness and intertwinement of the human with the non-human other 
through technological extensions can be comprehended with the concept of the 
subject, the question about the meaning of scalability as basis for processes of 
perception and understanding raises again. In the artistic presentations of the 
precarious, the technological constitution of our existence is being revealed, whose 
ontological constitution is to be re-determined in a fragile situation of planetary and 
global crises. This takes place through performative Intra-actions and the disclosure of 
instability, where the interface functions as playground, as technology of turning 
visible and speakable what is identified as relevant and effective for the production or 
prevention of stability.

In this presentation, I plan to investigate specific artistic strategies which contaminate 
and abstract the established categories serving the classical humanist understanding 
of the self, the governmental modes of law and discipline, enforcing social norms and 
helping to maintain the so called “security and control society”, as described by Michel 
Foucault in the 1970s. I’m basing my examination on the assumption that the 
conditions of the ways we think, the available perspectives, the modes of feeling and 
experiencing, are increasingly constituted by technology. I will set this hypothesis in 
contrast with the aesthetic description and situatedness of the human subject in times 
of codification of life, synthetic biology, the encompassing availability of information, 
and human induced changes on a planetary scale.

Desiree Foerster is  a Berlin based curator and researcher and collaborates with various  disciplines  such 
as (synthetic) biology, computer science, philosophy and humanities. She is  interested in creating space 
for assemblies  that cross  assumed and naturalised relations. While organising workshops, talks  and 
concerts, she is writing her PhD  at Freie Universität Berlin and works  at the Haus  der Kulturen der Welt 
Berlin as  a program assistant. She has given presentations  about her research on interspecies 
relationships  and new artistic  practices at conferences  such as  the Annual Meeting of the Social Studies  of 
Science (Copenhagen, 2012  and Denver, 2015), gave workshops on Foucaults  term ‘heteropia’ at the 
Utopia School (Copenhagen, 2015) and is  strongly engaged with the local artist and project space scene 
in Berlin.
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Poster presentation

CHALK

Jane Turner

My work explores the interface between art and science, the body and cultural/natural 
environments, through choreographic experimentations.

Chalk is both chemical compound and artistic material and is particularly found in the 
East Anglian region where the company TURNING WORLDS is based.  The film Chalk, 
the focus of this poster presentation, was filmed in the OMYA whiting works near to 
my home in East Anglia and where there is evidence of a working quarry on site for 
centuries. It was created as part of my ongoing creative exploration of the body and 
its environments, of micro-macro relationships through space and time.

Through the prism of this dancefilm Chalk, my presentation will particularly address 
the following themes:

1. Interconnections between the body and the earth, themes of belonging, through 
consideration of the fossilisation process from skeleton to chalk landmass and the 
inherent chemical relationships between body and earth.

2. Through the creation of a dancefilm in a huge cut away quarry we experience 
exceptional intimations of scale:
a) time. The dancers seem like dinosaurs at times, the accompanying musical score 
evokes the shifting of tectonic plates, ‘Dancing on Mars’, as composer Pipatpong 
Preechaporn entitled his music composition for this work. The digger operators talk of 
smelling the sea when they cut into the fresh chalk;
b) space. Through a range of camera perspectives the dancers seem small, 
insignificant, vulnerable. This is exacerbated by the continuing working presence of 
the enormous digger. The use of chalk and, for example, salt, visual live feedback, 
shifts perceptions of space as explored in TURNING WORLDS’s production Herd (2011, 
https://vimeo.com/7641806).

3. The impermanence of the individual footprint, the permanence of the self-
organising organism. The dancers in the filming of this work leave no physical trace in 
the quarry, whereas the digital dancefilm product, which I propose is an sci-art 
artefact, has permanence in virtual space.

4. The expanded stage and the open lab. Referencing my own creative research and 
that of the art-sci community of which I am part, I will consider how boundaries blur 
between the sites and representations of artistic and scientific research and discovery. 
Art galleries are increasingly hosting science-based research and scientists are 
increasingly collaborating with artists.

My presentation will draw on my extended academic and creative research into the 
science-sourced theories of complexity and emergence across a number of disciplines, 
as evidenced through choreographic practice. Complex systems self-organise as 
collections of elements that interact from the bottom up and respond to feedback of 
themselves and their environment, and are subject to indirect control and pattern 
recognition. The study of complex systems interconnects with chaos theory and 
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quantum physics, towards understanding how the seemingly paradoxical is implicit in 
universal systems: order is chaos, waves of energy are particles of matter. 

I will particularly reference the work of Paul Cilliers (2006) who established a 
foundational link between postmodernism (essential to my dance practice) and 
complexity. As a performance maker, my work is about creating living systems and 
therefore Wendy Wheeler’s writings (2006, 2009) which foreground biological signs 
and codes in relation to culture - biosemiotics - are also key.

Jane Turner began her career with the Scala Ballet, Barcelona, before forming the company TURNING 
WORLDS. She has since created multiple dancetheatre works  that have toured the UK and Europe and 
has particularly pioneered collaborations  with scientists, computer programmers and audio-visual 
inventions. Jane also works  with London Metropolitan and other universities  actively developing dance 
and performance work that embraces  diversity and the digital.  In 2012, she completed a practice-led 
PhD at Chichester University (Emergent Dance: a choreographic exploration). Jane is  research active, and 
in 2014 she presented seminars, performances  and new chapters  variously in Malaysia, Athens, 
Barcelona, Liverpool, Cambridge and London. Half Welsh, she is  increasingly exploring this  resonance, 
most recently presenting Semaphore (2014/5) at M.A.D.E. in Cardiff. 
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Poster presentation

eVOLVIC: BOOZE & BIRDS

Rachel Magdeburg

I was awarded a funded residency at East Street Arts exploring the reintroduction of 
the Red Kite (Milvus milvus) to the UK. The raptors were relocated from Spain to my 
hometown, the Chilterns, then transported to West Yorkshire (residency base) and 
Gateshead where I now live. I conducted field trips, led public bird-watching walks 
and worked with Professors from Leeds University Biological Sciences department. I 
researched the adoption of ‘Red Kite’ as a brand for businesses. The outcome was my 
lyrical text Milvus milvus: The reCAPTCHA with anthropomorphic characters using 
wordplay and satire. It narrates a story of Red Kite revenge for their forced migration 
by crippling the UK economy, drawing parallels between human encouragement of 
bird reintroduction and human reactions to immigration.

I performed this at the international conference ‘Landscape, Wilderness and The Wild’ 
at Newcastle University. I hijacked the conventional PowerPoint to show slides from 
eco-critical animations to illustrate or contest my spoken words. These film stills were 
'captured' or 'shot' from my laptop or camera. 

This work has been published by The Clearing, and Ravensborne's journal Corrupted 
Files.

Using an Olympus Microscope BX51 with digital camera attachment in the 
Conservation of Fine Art Department at Northumbria University, I took hundreds of 
photographs of the tiny Red Kite that appears on the redesigned Volvic mineral water 
bottle labels. The labels were rebranded, similar to the status/attitude towards Red 
Kites. This work refers to Environment and Art Conservation practices. I digitally 
stitched these images together, which are banner-sized. I also have a collection of Red 
Kite beers (Wylam, Black Isle, Vale breweries - all locations of Red Kite 
reintroduction), some of which may be on display.

Rachel Magdeburg is  a visual artist and writer based in the northeast of England. She explores  how 
humans control the world and each other through the systems used to sell ideas/products, frequently 
juxtaposing word with image. Rachel references  art history, media specificity and popular culture, and 
(hypocritically) criticises  the consumerist society we complicity endorse and our suicidal exploitation and 
manipulation of the natural world. She works across multiple media, including photography, video, 
relational aesthetics, intervention, text, sculpture, digital print, performance, drawing and painting.
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Poster presentation

LICHEN & GRASSLAND FUNGI

Ray Woods & Liz Fleming-Williams

We offer two posters:

i) Lichen. The industrial revolution created huge quantities of damaging acidic 
atmospheric pollutants that affected and continue to affect the ecosystems of most of 
Western Europe.  Rivers have been rendered fishless and entire groups of organisms 
such as lichens were wiped out.

On the Celtic fringes of the British Isles, remnants of some of the most sensitive 
lichen communities just survive.  To raise awareness and support for their 
conservation, a multipronged public engagement programme has been employed.  
Digital imagery, posters and leaflets have been produced by a range of organisations 
to draw attention to the great beauty of lichens.  The Welsh Botanic Garden has begun 
attempts at their cultivation, which is believed to be the first time a public botanic 
garden has involved itself in the cultivation of lichens.  Their public engagement 
programme has brought lichens to the attention of the crafts movement.  Lichens now 
feature on embroidered panels.

The concept of the Celtic Rainforest as a habitat supporting many of the threatened 
lichens, and more threatened and just as important as the tropical rain forest, is 
gaining hold, with articles now appearing in magazines and on the internet.

One special lichen community - The Lobarion - has survived, most notably on ancient 
trees. The latter’s survival, exceptional in Western Europe, is the result of a 
picturesque landscape movement of the late 1700s developed in the Marches of 
Wales.  Raising awareness of this movement has assisted in the conservation of 
important lichen sites.

The poster will describe some or all of the above work streams of the scientific 
conservation movement.

ii) Grassland Fungi. Fungi have been a Cinderella group of organisms when it comes 
to conservation action, yet no other group has provided us with such a range of 
services from food to pharmaceuticals.  The assumption that by conserving well-
known habitats, fungi will somehow be conserved has proved defective when it comes 
to grassland fungi.  Heavily grazed and/or mown turf, inimical to most flowers, 
butterflies and so on, has until recently never received any attention from the 
conservation movement. Britain and Wales in particular is now known to support some 
of our most attractive and threatened fungi in Western Europe.

By employing arresting images of some of the most spectacular grassland fungi (the 
waxcaps and fairy clubs) great public support has been gained and significant 
progress has begun in the conserving of fungi. The poster will display some of the 
images and literature employed to engage the public and politicians and gain research 
funds to better understand their ecology.

Ray Woods and Liz Fleming-Williams have both been heavily involved in seeking to understand the 
pressures  of land use on ecosystems  and then trying to find ways  of mitigating deleterious impacts.  Ray 
was  professionally employed in government-funded nature and landscape conservation for over 30  years 
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and in the voluntary conservation movement for six years. In retirement he lectures widely, holding 
honorary lectureships in Aberystwyth and Cardiff universities.  He is  a past president of the British Lichen 
Society, an international society devoted to the better understanding of lichens. Liz organised the first 
acid rain conference in Wales in 1985 and has continued to develop a wide interest in biodiversity with 
special reference to its  relationship to local communities and the impact of humans on this  planet.  She 
established the first bilingual Welsh post card business, and her images illustrating the richness  of the 
Welsh landscape have found wide use.  Both are based in mid Wales.
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Poster presentation

HOLLOW

Jenny Hall

Recently, I was artist-in-residence at Fiskars Village in Finland, a thriving arts and 
cultural space that was once alive with blast furnaces and molten iron. In the 17th 
Century, copper ore that had been extracted from the local Orijarvi copper mine was 
smelted there. The only record of this activity is a draughtsman’s cross-sectional 
drawing from 1826. No data has since been recorded because the mine flooded once 
exhausted.

Fiskars was the seat of industry where raw materials were converted to build wealth 
for the multinational corporation of the same name. Fiskars Village is now the epitome 
of high culture.

I am developing a piece of art work that makes visible this unseen space whilst 
restoring the industrial drive behind its inception. Further, it seeks to explore the 
equal and opposite actions of excavation and construction and to give voice to ‘what is 
left in the emptiness?’.

Hollow is a sculptural installation of cardboard boxes that connect together with 
magnets to create large arched hollows into which the public are invited. This 
cardboard ‘mine’ is built on an acrylic mirrored floor that reflects the form above, 
completing it as a container of space.

I will outline my research, especially regarding the embodied energies and life cycles 
of the rare earth magnets and materials I am using for the art work, and/or scale 
models and some photographs of my process.

When we make, we unmake. What is the weight of this sculpture? And does it say 
enough? In what ways do mines serve as cultural mirrors? In what ways does art?

Jenny Hall is the director of Craftedspace, a successful, experimental studio that works  to commission, 
producing architectural structures, sculpture, and interactive theatrical sets. Engaging with outdoor 
spaces, these sets have taken many forms including hideouts, land boats, and retreats, exploring the 
creation of a fluid transition in architecture and environment from inside to out. Both technically adept 
and sensitive to space, her work explores  how built form can shape human experience, as well as  the 
reverse -  how human experience can shape space. In 2016, she launches  Hollow as her first major solo 
art exhibition.
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Poster presentation

PMWGR 1.0 NO PLUG SOUND MACHINE

Samira Allaouat

A few months ago, I released a sound machine that works with earth batteries and 
hand power. It's an ongoing project and my question is: how to make electronic music 
without conventional electricity?

This question embraces not only the concept of music, but everyday living activities. 
We can find a broad implication for humans and nature, specifically in this case about 
soil, plants, water, energy source, human interaction and technology.

Samira Allaouat is  a trans-disciplinary artist, fascinated by the capacity of making coexist things that 
are apparently distant, in order to create new hybrid artworks. Coming from a long activist graffiti-art 
background and from moving image, she has achieved a large number and different typologies of 
performances internationally. Latterly, she has been digging more in depth into new paths, conveying 
wider aspects  of human life sustainability and new ethical approaches in art and design. In the most 
recent case, she identified electricity in nature as the light motif of her new researches, such as her new 
audiovisual installation PMWGR 1.0 No Plug Sound Machine that uses  earth batteries and hand power. 
The attempt is  to bring closer natural dimensions coming from earth, as  plants, and the human 
intervention but in respect of each other. This last artwork has  been exhibited recently  at the Tate Modern 
Museum and at the Urban Hackaton 2015.
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Poster presentation

PANORAMAFREIHEIT: ZWEI

Erin Dooley

The built urban environment is in a constant state of transition.  Buildings are 
constructed and raised, monuments erected and felled, whilst all that we see and 
perceive is in a permanent state of fleeting transient flux.  The relationship between 
humans and this artificial environment is also fleeting and transient. As travellers and 
nomads, we pass though the landscape recording it in ethereal ways in our memories 
or through pixilated images with a camera reproduced with light.  Like the 
environment these images are fleeting and not quite real.

The second part of Panoramafreiheit is to engage the viewer with the experience 
somewhere between ‘Wish You Were Here’ and ‘Where Am I?’.  Images of the 
cityscape are collected and projected demonstrating the capturing of a moment and 
the dissemination as temporary and temporal events.

A city scape in Berlin, an underpass in Poland, a derelict factor in Dresden. Painted 
over an adorned to be painted over again and again as they fall into decay.

Erin Dooley is  interested in how humans  interact with each other and their environment (natural and 
built), and particularly how humans both control and inhabit ecosystems, shaping their surroundings 
whilst still being at the mercy of forces beyond their powers.  Other interests  include intelligent systems 
and how ideas  spread as  memes (both constructive and destructive). She is  passionate about 
conservation and education and likes to incorporate these themes into her work, hopefully to educate and 
empower people to be more aware of society and the impact of both the individual and the collective. She 
is interested in creating artworks  which allow the viewer to be mindful of their surroundings  and 
challenge through association and lateral thinking; for instance, by re-purposing found materials, images 
and ideas and presenting them in a different context, thereby inviting the viewer to engage in their own 
narrative of experience based on individual culture and personal history.
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GUIDE74: A MOUNTAIN RECORDING ACTIVITY

Luce Choules

Guide74 is an artist project exploring spatial dynamics in the Chamonix valley, Mont-
Blanc massif, and Aiguilles Rouges using experimental fieldwork and documentation. 
Collaboration within the project is less about individuals working within specialisms 
and more a dialogue between two subjects – natural science and fine art practice – 
where the collaboration is realised through the work itself.

The output of this work combines a poetic narrative script and a large collection of 
projected photographic images, with selected readings from Alpine literature and 
geomorphology. The aim is to create a series of live performance lectures that witness 
and reference elements and details of the Alpine ecosystem of the Haute-Savoie in 
France, through physical and emotional geography.

My poster presentation explores the subject of habitat fragmentation – a division of 
space and place through the actions of mountain tourism. Guide74 aims to present an 
alternative view of this activity by highlighting ideas of the subdivision of land in a 
mountain resort, forest management systems and signage, transportation 
infrastructures, and tourist mechanisms – a mountain microcosm engaged in a 
continuous recording of the human activity upon it. Through an ongoing dialogue 
between the behaviour and influence of tourism, and the observation of systems at 
play in leisure and conservation, Guide74 invites an audience to consider the 
mountain perspective.

Each Guide74 performance lecture uses hundreds of images composed from an 
extensive archive of over 5000 fieldwork documents, a selection of which are shown 
on the poster.

Luce Choules’s arts  practice explores  ideas  of change in landscape identity, and ecosystems within 
cultural tourism, through physical and emotional geography. Her concepts  are rooted in poetic and 
academic  research, and use methodologies  of experimental fieldwork and itinerant working to witness 
and survey a human presence in natural environments – our habitats  of the future. Luce is a Fellow of 
the Royal Geographical Society (with IBG), founder and coordinator of the artist network TSOEG 
(Temporal School of Experimental Geography), and has  given a series  of presentations  and papers on the 
subject of fieldwork in artistic practice.
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INSTRUMENTS OF THE AFTERLIFE

BurtonNitta

This poster outlines a collaborative art project with universities at Birmingham, 
Cranfield, Edinburgh, Newcastle and Warwick. The project was funded by the 
Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC) and supported by CORE 
at Loughborough University.

The scientists are working on the project called Cleaning Land for Wealth. This project 
uses bacteria to produce nanoparticles from plants, which can be used to collect 
contaminants. The idea is to bring back to life areas of land lost through centuries of 
misuse, making land decontamination financially viable, and providing manufacturing 
industries with new materials, without the need for mining and smelting. But just how 
much wealth really is beneath our feet? In short, it is very significant. Globally, 
substantial land contamination blights the lives of millions, but it is poorly quantified, 
particularly within poor and developing nations where there is limited financial 
motivation for this to be addressed. We do know that there are nearly three million 
‘polluting activities’ and 350 000 sites affected by soil contamination that could cost 
€350 billion to treat in the European Union, with more than one-third of these polluted 
with heavy metals. Closer to home, almost two-thirds of the contaminated land in 
England and Wales contains metals (or forms of metals called metalloids), with 
arsenic and nickel accounting for about 40% of this contamination.

BurtonNitta are collaborating with the science team to consider what impact their 
research will have on our human relationship with the land. The art work explores a 
speculative future of using heavy metal pollutants deposited in the land during the 
early Anthropocene to fuel the building of our future world. The outcome investigates 
the impact and potential of forming new relationships with other organisms through 
the emerging sciences of synthetic biology, plant science and nanotechnology to 
transform ourselves and the world around us.

Our first outcome of the collaboration called Instruments of the Afterlife was launched 
at the Victoria and Albert Museum in September 2015. The work creates new 
instruments to transform toxic matter into valuable materials by employing plants and 
engineered bacteria. Instead of mining material from geological sources, the piece 
looks to the Anthropocene for future resources and asks key questions. Could future 
generations use the contamination and pollution we leave behind to build their future 
world? Can they build balanced relationships with the natural world? Through 
technology, can they be better planetary citizens? In response, the instruments clean 
the land whilst remembering our recent dead ancestors – the memory of their 
occupation left in the traces of heavy metals in the land. Ultimately they remind us of 
the mistakes of the past and disrupt how we might extract planetary resources in the 
future.

BurtonNitta is based in London and is  an interdisciplinary art studio run by artists  Michael Burton and 
Michiko Nitta. The Anglo-Japanese collaboration was first formed in 2009 and continues  to lead work 
investigating our human future and evolutionary path. The practice works across  disciplines  and often 
forms creative teams  drawn from science, technology, performance and design. Ultimately the work aims 
to challenge what and who we are through experiences, installation, prototypes, live performance, film 
and visuals. Previous  works  such as  After Agri, Algaculture, The Algae Opera, The Republic of Salivation, 
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and The Instruments of the Afterlife have been published and exhibited internationally from the Museum 
of Modern Art (MoMA), New York, to the Victoria and Albert Museum, London.
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AN EVENING IN THE 

PERFORMANCE STUDIO 

An evening event of poetry, readings & films in 
the Arts Centre Performance Studio
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Oral contributions

NORMAN NICHOLSON: AN EXPLORATION OF 
HIS POETRY & PROSE AS OBSERVATIONS OF CHANGE

Brian Whalley, Harry Whalley & Alan Beattie

Norman Nicholson (1914-1987) was a poet, critic and writer. He lived for most of his 
life in Millom, southwest Cumbria. Like Wordsworth, he commented upon the stasis 
and changes found in this area of England. But Wordsworth’s Lake District is the 
tourist area, Nicholson’s ‘local habitation’ views the industrial and post-industrial 
coastal fringe.

We have been involved in examining and using Nicholson’s poetry that reflects 
environmental change and we report upon three themes in this contribution. First, 
looking at his poetry as reporting events through geological timescales up to the 
present day and examining his ecological perspective on the changing environment. 
Second, by musical performances (The Seven Rocks, Tide Out) that reflect geological 
formations through compositional process; for example, by considering the long sharp 
edges of slate, the compression in the formation of coal, and the texture of sandstone 
and granite. Third, a commentary via a play for voices links Nicholson to the Cumbrian 
artists Sheila Fell and Percy Kelly and their depiction of industrial change.

The Millom of Nicholson’s childhood had developed where rich iron ore (hematite) was 
mined from the limestone with coal at Maryport and Whitehaven. Thus, Nicholson’s 
poetry is strongly rooted in Cumbria’s geology, of the rocks and geological and mining 
terminology. His understanding of geology and vegetation is critical to his 
observations and comment on landscape change in the last hundred years. 
Nicholson’s commentary goes further than geological description. In Borehole he 
refers to the hematite extraction from limestone and Elm Decline is more than just 
Quaternary history. The mining operations led to barriers being built against the sea’s 
ingress, slag heaps and ultimate demolition of the ironworks. We also show how his 
poetry reflects social comment and observations of industrial interventions and 
change, including the construction of Sellafield (Windscale).

Brian Whalley is  a ‘retired’ academic now living in Sheffield after spending most of his  working life in 
Belfast. His  research has been mainly geological with fieldwork in mountainous parts  of the world. His 
interest in Norman Nicholson started with student field trips  to southwest Cumbria and continued in his 
teaching; for example, reading Beck to students, a commentary on which was published in Comet, the 
journal of the Norman Nicholson Society. He has  also published an article on Nicholson on the Geological 
Society of London’s website and is currently constructing a ‘Geology of Millom’ using Nicholson’s poetry.

Harry Whalley is  an Edinburgh based composer. His  music  is  often reflective of, or a response to, 
subject matters outside of music. Frequently, this  is  a scientific  stimulus, drawing on research in 
Neuroscience, Mathematics, and more recently Geology. In 2014, he was commissioned by the Norman 
Nicholson Society to write a suite for string trio, based on the poem Seven Rocks. It has  been performed 
by members  of the Gildas Quartet in Millom and Coventry, and an arrangement for orchestra will be 
performed later this year in Edinburgh. He is currently setting another Nicholson poem Tide Out for choir.

Alan Beattie is  Cumbrian born, trained as an actor-singer-dancer as a teenager, and for six years 
worked professionally as  a performer and choreographer in experimental and community theatre. 
Switching to medical studies, he conducted research on the molecular biology of cancer before taking up 
ecosocial approaches to child health and mental health, specialising in community action for health (local 
and international) and becoming a Professor of Public Health and Health Education. Nowadays, he is an 
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Associate at the recently-established Lancaster University Institute for Social Futures, trying to develop 
new forms  of critical-creative writing that can support activists  working for sustainable environmental 
wellbeing.
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Oral contributions

ARGAE: WRITING THE ANTHROPOCENE IN THE WELSH UPLANDS

Hywel Griffiths, Eurig Salisbury, Gavin John Goodwin & Tyler Keevil

Dams (argaeau in Welsh) in the uplands of Wales represent one of the most dramatic 
ways in which humanity has impacted the Welsh landscape. Although it is debatable 
whether their impact will be preserved in the geological record, their impacts on Welsh 
political and cultural life have been long lasting. In December 2015, poets and writers 
Gavin Goodwin, Hywel Griffiths, Tyler Keevil and Eurig Salisbury spent a day in the 
Elan Valley, one of the most heavily dammed catchments in Wales. In 'Argae' they will 
perform work inspired by that visit. / Mae argaeau yn uwchdiroedd Cymru yn 
cynrychioli un o'r ffyrdd mwyaf dramatig y mae dynoliaeth wedi effeithio ar dirlun y 
wlad. Er nad yw'n glir a fydd eu heffaith yn cael ei gadw yn y cofnod daearegol, mae 
eu heffeithiau ar fywyd gwleidyddol a diwylliannol Cymru wedi para'r hir. Yn Rhagfyr 
2015 aeth y beirdd a'r sgwennwyr Gavin Goodwin, Hywel Griffiths, Tyler Keevil and 
Eurig Salisbury ar daith i Gwm Elan, un o'r dalgylchoedd a effeiithiwyd fwyaf gan 
argaeau yng Nghymru. Yn 'Argae' byddant yn perfformio cerddi a ysbrydolwyd gan y 
daith honno.

Hywel Griffiths is  a Senior Lecturer in Physical Geography in the Department of Geography and Earth 
Sciences at Aberystwyth University. His  research interests encompass  a wide variety of fields, including 
fluvial geomorphology, flooding, anthropogenic impacts  on river systems, cultural geographies  and 
remote sensing, but the relationship between people and rivers  is  central to his  work. / Mae Hywel 
Griffiths yn Uwch Ddarlithydd yn Adran Daearyddiaeth a Gwyddorau Daear, Prifysgol Aberystwyth. Mae 
ei ddiddordebau ymchwil yn cynnwys amrywiaeth eang o feysydd, gan gynnwys geomorffoleg afonol, 
llifogydd, effeithiau gweithgareddau dynol ar systemau afonydd, daearyddiaeth ddiwylliannol a synhwyro 
o bell, ond mae'r berthynas rhwng pobl ac afonydd yn ganolog i'w waith.

Eurig Salisbury is  a Lecturer in Creative Writing in the Welsh Department at Aberystwyth University. He 
is also a researcher on the Cult of Saints Project at the Centre for Advanced Welsh and Celtic  Studies  in 
Aberystwyth. He is  a published poet, and was  Bardd Plant Cymru (Welsh Children’s  Laureate) 2011–13 
and Hay International Fellow 2012–13. / Mae Eurig Salisbury yn Ddarlithydd mewn Ysgrifennu 
Creadigol yn Adran y Gymraeg ym Mhrifysgol Aberystwyth. At hynny, mae’n ymchwilydd ar brosiect Cwlt 
y Seintiau yng Nghymru yn y Ganolfan Uwchefrydiau Cymreig a Cheltaidd yn Aberystwyth. Mae’n fardd 
cyhoeddedig, ac ef oedd Bardd Plant Cymru 2011–13 a Chymrawd Rhyngwladol Gŵyl y Gelli 2012–13.

Gavin Goodwin teaches English and Creative Writing at Aberystwyth University. He is  co-editor, with 
Liam Murray Bell, of Writing Urban Space (Zero, 2012), and author of the poetry pamphlet Estate 
Fragments (Knives, Forks, and Spoons, 2014).

Tyler Keevil grew up in Vancouver, Canada, and moved to Wales  in his mid-twenties.  He is  the author 
of three award-winning books  –  Fireball, The Drive, and Burrard Inlet – and his  short fiction has been 
published in a wide range of magazines  and anthologies.  He is a Senior Lecturer and the Undergraduate 
Course Leader in Creative Writing at the University of Gloucestershire.
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Film contributions

Charlie Tweed: Grain

Taking on the voice of a self learning algorithm, this contribution uses re-processed 
video footage to outline a new model for the Isle of Grain, Kent. It responds to its 
history as a site for resources and current plans for removing the island’s population 
of birds and humans and replacing them with an airport. It proposes a new 
relationship between ecology and technology by looking at the potential of 
assimilating Grain’s technologies, objects, birds and human population into new 
assemblages and hybrids.

Charlie Tweed is  a Lecturer in Digital Media and Culture at Bath Spa. He works  as an artist doing 
practice based research producing film and digital works  and is  doing an AHRC-funded PHD at Kingston 
University. In recent works, he has been creating a series  of films  that look at exposing and reconfiguring 
the relationship between technology, ecology and the human, and considering technological materialities 
and how every device has its  origins  within the Earth’s strata. He has shown recent works at public 
galleries  including: Spike Island, Bristol; Aspex, Portsmouth; Paul Klee Centre, Switzerland; Whitechapel 
Gallery, London; and Meetfactory, Prague. Charlie is  also currently working on a collaborative project with 
scientist Dr Darren Logan at the Sanger Institute, Cambridge, which is  funded by a Wellcome Trust Large 
Arts  Award and curated by Animate Projects, London. He has been researching the technologies and 
software used in his  work to sequence genomes and has  produced a short film titled The Signal and the 
Noise that looks at aligning the history of computer coding with human coding and towards  potential 
future scenarios of his work on genetically-influenced behaviour.

---------------------------------------------

Jane Turner: Chalk

The film Chalk was filmed in the OMYA whiting works near to my home in East Anglia 
and where there is evidence of a working quarry on site for centuries. It was created 
as part of my ongoing creative exploration of the body and its environments, of micro-
macro relationships through space and time.

Jane Turner began her career with the Scala Ballet, Barcelona before forming the company TURNING 
WORLDS. She has since created multiple dancetheatre works  that have toured the UK and Europe and 
has particularly pioneered collaborations  with scientists, computer programmers and audio-visual 
inventions. Jane also works  with London Metropolitan and other Universities  actively developing dance 
and performance work that embraces  diversity and the digital.  In 2012, she completed a practice-led 
PhD at Chichester University, Emergent Dance: a choreographic exploration.  Research active, in 2014 
Jane presented seminars, performances and new chapters variously in Malaysia, Athens, Barcelona, 
Liverpool, Cambridge and London. Half Welsh, she is  increasingly exploring this resonance, most recently 
presenting Semaphore (2014/5) at M.A.D.E. in Cardiff. 

---------------------------------------------

Julian Ruddock: Earth Core: The Hominin Project

In November 2014, I was invited to develop an art/science project with The Hominin 
Sites and Paleolakes Drilling Project (HSPDP), which involved visiting Chew Bahir, a 
remote region of Southern Ethiopia. HSPDP is an international scientific collaboration 
whose goal is to collect sediment drill cores for palaeoclimate and palaeoenviromental 
analysis in proximity to some of the world's most important hominin fossil and 
artefact sites. The objective of the science research effort is to provide a detailed, 
continuous and high-resolution environmental context for human evolution for the 
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areas where our early ancestors are known to have lived. The film responds to this 
science, the remarkable landscape of Chew Bahir, and the people involved.

Julian Ruddock is a visual artist currently undertaking a practice-based PhD in Fine Art at Aberystwyth 
University School of Art. His research is  concerned with developing projects that are based on art and 
science collaboration in relation to climate change, landscape evolution, and the consequences  of human 
impacts on the natural environment. Recent work has included projects in locations  ranging from the local 
River Dyfi in mid Wales  to the remote, arid regions of Southern Ethiopia, as  well as organising 
conferences and symposia on the interface of art and science.

---------------------------------------------

Laura Harrington: Liveliest of Elements

Liveliest of Elements originated from an elongated period of research into upland peat 
landscapes. Specifically Moss Flats, a bare peat flatland, approximately 50 miles west 
of Newcastle upon Tyne in the North Pennines, is a landscape that provided insight 
into the substance of peat as a dynamic and changeable material. Working with 
specialists from both artistic and scientific fields, I mapped this environment through 
works both portrait and facet, expansive and intimate, cultural and clinical.  The work 
was developed in collaboration with geomorphologist Jeff Warburton from the 
Department of Geography, Durham University, during a Leverhulme Trust Artist 
Residency.

Liveliest of Elements is a new film with four channel spatialised sound intricately 
exploring Moss Flats. The film goes beyond the view of such a landscape as a 
seemingly mundane and passive environment and reveals this supposed nothingness 
in its entirety. While the image maintains a human focal length, the sound shifts 
between a wide expansive field and intensely focused micro movements and 
vibrations. In doing so, the film speaks of the scientific precision necessary to study 
such a place while balancing an emotional connection with it, the frenetic beauty of 
the micro with the haunting expanse of the macro.

The work is a particular experience and comes from collaborating with both sound 
artist Lee Patterson and renowned field recordist Chris Watson, individuals who whilst 
equally fascinated by sound, in this instance occupy quite distinct spaces. By 
deploying these differences in tonality, the film increases our awareness of the layered 
nature of our relationship to landscape, our expectations and connections, and within 
that also the multifaceted reality of a place, expansive and vast across all scales. I 
also speak of upstream consciousness, a desire for the viewer to look towards the 
source rather than its effect.

Laura Harrington is  an artist based in the northeast who is  inspired by the natural world and how 
humans understand and interact with it. Working in multiple media, including film, drawing and 
installation, she puts  a deep engagement with ecology and landscape at the heart of her practice and will 
often develop work in collaboration with organisations  and individuals  from specialist fields. Through her 
work, Laura seeks to open a dialogue with the viewer around our relationship with nature, our place in 
the world’s ecosystem, and environmental issues.

---------------------------------------------
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